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Formability Testing for Determining the FLC0 for Mg e-Form Plus (Batch-4) Sheets @ 200 
˚C and Different Strain Rates  

 
In this project, sheet formability of Mg e-Form Plus (Batch-4) was evaluated experimentally at 200 ˚C and three 

strain rates (~0.01, 0.1 & 1 s-1). The standard approach for formability testing (Nakajima per ISO 12004) does not 
work for Mg sheets at ~200 ˚C by simply using heated dies and punches; non-uniform temperature distribution and 
excessive friction both lead to significant offsets in strain paths and failure location (previous projects). A custom 
testing approach was used here to ensure temperature uniformity and eliminate frictional issue; the three main 
loading paths on a forming limit diagram were achieved as follows:  

1) Uniaxial Tension (UT): pull tests of custom dog-bone samples (high length to width ratio) 
2) Plane-Strain Tension (PST): pull tests of custom samples (high width to length ratio) 
3) Balanced Biaxial Tension (BBT): pneumatic bulge testing through a circular die insert 

All tests were performed isothermally @ 200 ̊ C within an environmental chamber to achieve uniform temperatures 
across the test samples as well as tooling. UT and PST tests were performed using custom pulling grips that rely on 
shoulder loading to prevent slippage and permit testing at intermediate strain rates. Both conventional 3D DIC and 
High Speed 3D DIC were used in order to generate sufficient number of images for evaluation. The ISO 12004 
section-based approach was used to extract the FLC points from all tested samples. 

The generated FLC points as well as the projected FLC lines (one per strain rate) are shown below. Large scatter 
was noted with this material despite doubling the number of tests per condition (increased from 3 to 6 in most 
cases), and despite the high degree of test control (both mechanical and DIC). For comparison, FLC testing via the 
Nakajima approach was performed on the same material at 23 ˚C; the results (also shown below) reveal the same 
high levels of scatter, which is very unusual for such a sheet metal given the high quality of stress/strain curves that 
were obtained for this material! Relying on there results, it is possible to draw some conclusions as follows:  

1) For this batch, FLC0 at 200 ˚C and a QS rate of ~0.01 s-1 is ~0.42 (with a deviation band as high as 
±0.07) ,which is at least as good and potentially better than previously tested batches of this Mg alloy. 

2) Formability limits drop with strain rate (note how FLC0 drops to ~0.18 as strain rate approaches ~1 s-1).  
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